
The Balance Keyboard family

SEPARATE 
WRIST SUP-PORT CAN BE PURCHASED

Focus on comfort
No matter how much time you spend in front of the computer, it 
puts a surprisingly heavy strain on your body, which is why writing 
on your keyboard should be as convient as possible. By placing 
the keyboard in front of your RollerMouse, you attain the perfect 
distance between keyboard and mouse. It positions your hands at 
the centre and ensures that you have the rollerbar and the keys 
right at your fingertips. The keyboard’s negative slope makes sure 
that you keep an optimal hand position while you type, but you 
can obviously adjust the inclination of the keyboard at your wish.

Mac compatible PC keyboard
Balance Keyboard is a PC keyboard, but it can be converted to 
Mac mode if you want to use it with your Mac computer. The dual 
keyboard buttons give you a quick overview of the location of 
most Mac keys.

Functionality at your fingertips
The Balance Keyboard media keys provide direct access to the 
features you use most. If you need the traditional function buttons 
(F1-F12), you can activate them with the Fn key. The keyboard has 
flat keys with a scissor mechanism that gives a comfortable feel.

The keyboard is one of your most important tools – a true everyday hero. The Balance Keyboard is desig-
ned to be the perfect complement to RollerMouse Red, Red plus, Red max and Free3, and in combination 
with the various RollerMouse models the keyboard provides optimal working conditions. Balance Keyboard 
is both available in a wired and wireless version, and if you’re not using a RollerMouse product, a wrist sup-
port can be purchased separately.

www.contour-design.co.uk | info@contour-design.com

The perfect partner
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The Balance Keyboard family

Functions

A   Media control

B    Software Features

C  Interface features

D  Volume Control

E   Fn key 

F  Caps Lock and Fn key indicator

G  Low battery indicator (only on the wireless version of Balance Keyboard)

Contour Design Nordic A/S | Telefon: +45 70 27 02 27

 Tekniske specifikationer
 Width 39.2 cm
 Depth 11.9 cm
 Height 2.05 cm
 Keyboard tilt Negative, neutral or positive tilt
 Wrist Support Can be purchased seperately as Balance Keyboard Wrist Rest
 Buttons / Functions 12 programmable media buttons (Mac only)
 On / Off function (Wireless version) Yes, with the button on the underside
 Connection USB cable / Wireless
 Battery (Wireless version) AAA
 Battery life (Wireless version) 12 months
 Installation Plug-and-Play
 Driver Mac only
 Guarantee         2 years from purchase
 Compatibility OSX and Windows


